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Abstract
India's cultural and genetic diversity is of remarkable interest due to the peculiarity of its social structure and breeding patterns in the different populations. It has a population of one billion plus, with 631 cultural, ecological and economic traits, which are assigned to 4635 communities. Kerala, the southern most state of India, is known for its largest biodiversity reserve, maximum cultural heterogeneity and high rate of literacy. It has approximately 35 ethnic communities scattered in various regions of the state; they form about 5% of the total population. These endogamous tribes are some of the oldest known and are evolutionarily conserved. It would therefore be very interesting to study the genetic structure and its inheritance in these primitive tribes. By making a genetic database of the population, one will be able to answer various questions pertaining to the demography and migration of different populations in Kerala. In addition, it can also find the root cause for population decline and other such health related problems here. The present study is the first extensive study regarding the genetic diversity aspects of Dravidian language groups in Kerala. We analyzed the genetic diversity of ethnic populations in Kerala using a series of autosomal dinucleotide microsatellite markers. Microsatellite variation was analyzed in eight ethnic communities (7 Scheduled Tribes and 1 Scheduled Caste) belonging to different geographical regions of Kerala. Samples were collected only from those communities, which had remained isolated from the mainland for several generations. The study was aimed at the molecular characterization of tribal populations in Kerala based on variations in the functional and non-functional regions of chromosomes. The following markers were used in our study: (i) The non-functional microsatellites in the autosomes and the Y chromosome (ii) The SNPs in the functional NAT2 gene Two types of microsatellites were used in the autosomal analysis. The first type included five unlinked STRs from chromosomes 9, 10, 13 and 22. Since the results from this analysis were not informative and could not be used for interpreting the anthropological history of study populations, we further analyzed these populations using 33 unlinked STRs belonging to chromosomes 12 and 13. The average linkage distance between the markers was 8.3 cM. These STRs had an average heterozygosity value of 0.81; the average genetic differentiation of the markers based on allelic variance was found to be 0.09 across the various populations. This variation is within the limits of human species. This indicates that these STRs are highly informative in population diversity analyses. The heterozygosity values indicate that the Kurichiyas are the most genetically diverse group. This observation is also significant from the point of view of anthropological history, which says that the Kurichiyas are the most advanced among the tribal populations of Kerala. The study shows that the Malapandaram is the least diverse group. The UPGMA tree showing the genetic relationships between populations calculated based on Nei's unbiased minimum distance method (1978), places the Malapandaram tribe in a separate group. Here, an important aspect to be noted is that, Malapandaram is a nomadic tribe, whereas the other tribes have a more or less permanent settlement; hence, the observation is significant. The Kani tribe in the southernmost part of Kerala is placed in a cluster along with other tribes in the northern part of Kerala. In addition, the dendrogram indicates that the Kani and Kattunaikkar tribes are genetically very close. Thus, it is clear that geographical distance is not linked to the genetic distance of the populations. The AMOVA analysis indicates that the there is greater diversity within populations than between populations. The lesser degree of diversity between populations suggests that these ethnic populations might have had a common origin, and might have been separated out only recently. Of the 264 locus-population combination for HWE, 53 significant deviations were observed. Significant deviations were observed in Adiya, Kani and Paniya tribes. Markers with higher homozygote frequency showed deviations from HWE. These markers showed higher inbreeding coefficient as well. Linkage disequilibrium was observed for 40 locus pairs in chromosome 12, and 36 locus-pairs in chromosome 13. Maximum deviations from the locus-pair linkage disequilibrium were observed in Adiya and Kani for chromosome 12 and in Adiya and Kattunaikkar for chromosome 13. In Adiya and Kani communities, the deviations were observed in the same locus-pair combinations in chromosomes 12 and 13. Markers having smaller recombination distance were found to show significant deviations. It is interesting to note that the linkage disequilibrium between locus-pairs remained inconsistent with populations, with the exception of Adiya, Kani and Kattunaikkar. This suggests that these populations might be closely linked and they might have had a common origin. We found strong linkage association among markers placed up to a distance of 18 cM in chromosome 13 and up to a distance of 22 cM in chromosome 12. Some neighborhood markers did not show significant association in comparison to distantly placed markers. This shows that these markers are differently placed in our population in comparison with CEPH families. Linkage disequilibrium between microsatellite markers could reflect on the functional genetic profile of an individual or a population. Therefore, it would be interesting to study the role of functional genes located between these markers. This might help us to identify the ethnic predisposition factors, and to understand the impact of inbreeding in these populations. Y chromosome analysis, which is an indication of male migration and gene flow, gave some interesting results. Only minimal haplotype sharing was observed between the populations. The Adiya and Kani tribes were found to be the most genetically diverse groups, whereas the Kuruma exhibited very low heterozygosity. Haplotype sharing was observed between Kani and Kuruma tribes, though only to a limited extent. The UPGMA tree showed two clusters, one cluster comprising mainly of populations speaking Kannada dialect of the Dravidian language, and the other cluster comprising mainly of populations speaking Malayalam dialect of Dravidian language. The AMOVA analysis indicated that greater diversity was observed within populations than between populations. This also supports the idea of a common origin for these tribes and / or a gene flow between them. Network analysis on these markers suggests that there is a unidirectional pattern of mutation, which indicates that the evolution might also be unidirectional in these populations. SNP analysis in the functional NAT2 gene indicated that majority of the people in the study populations are slow acetylators. The only exception is the Kuruma tribe, where there was a slight predominance of rapid acetylators. The results from this study are concordant with the studies in other Asian populations, where ~60% of the people are genotyped as slow acetylators (Cascorbi et al. 1995). However, the populations are distinctly different from the Japanese and Chinese populations, which are predominantly rapid acetylators. The allele 5B, which is supposed to have an European origin, was present in very high frequency in these ethnic populations. An overall predominance of rapid acetylators was observed in males compared to females. A new deletion mutation was observed at 859 site (BamHI site), in Malapandaram tribe; it was found to be linked to the mutation at 481 site. Consequently, two new alleles were observed: (i) 282, 341, 481 and 803 mutations (GenBank Accession no. AF348074) and (ii) 341, 481, 803 and 859 mutations (GenBank Accession no. AF348075). The new mutation and the new alleles were observed only in the Malapandaram tribe. Thus, the study shows the impact of ethnicity in pharmacogenetic profiles. The UPGMA tree based on Nei's unbiased minimum distance method (1978), places the Malapandaram in a separate group. The remaining seven tribes are placed together in a separate cluster. This observation is significant because the Malapandaram is a nomadic tribe, unlike the other tribes. The phylogenetic relationships were found to be basically similar in LMS microsatellite analysis and NAT2 SNP analysis. This shows that the mode of differentiation of study populations with respect to the NAT2 gene is related to the mode of genetic differentiation in these populations. This indicates that the variation in pharmacogenetic traits with respect to NAT2 gene has a genetic background as well, in addition to the possible environmental and physiological factors. This study is a preliminary step towards establishing a genetic database of ethnic populations in Kerala. The observations made during the study can be utilized in preparing individual gene cards. The study might open up several avenues in characterizing inbreeding and resultant genetic diseases. The implications of our observations might find their application in a variety of fields such as medical genetics, forensic science, anthropology and pharmacogenetics. 
  	 


